
Computational Vision

• Instructor:  

- Thomas Serre thomas_serre@brown.edu


• Teaching Assistant:   
- David Mely david_mely@brown.edu


• Web:  
- https://canvas.brown.edu/courses/851733


• Meet:  
- Metcalf #107 TR 9:00–10:20 am


• My office hours:  
- Metcalf #343, walk-ins after class, for 

appointments: serre-admin@brown.edu

- TA will add his office hours on canvas

mailto:thomas_serre@brown.edu?subject=COGS%201280
mailto:david_mely@brown.edu


Many excellent computer vision courses at Brown…

• ENGN1610: Image Understanding 


• ENGN2500: Medical Image Analysis


• ENGN2501: Digital Geometry Processing


• ENGN2520: Pattern Recognition and Computer Vision


• ENGN2560: Computer Vision


• ENGN2911X: Video Processing


• CSCI 143: Introduction to Computer Vision 


• CSCI2950Q: Topics in Computer Vision


• CSCI129: Computational Photography 



But this course is 
different!

• Focuses on computational 
models of biological vision

- Reverse-engineering the 

primate visual system to 
build an artificial one


- An attempt to see how 
recent work in computer 
science can help us shed 
light on brain sciences and 
vice versa 

computer science

brain science



But this course is 
different!

• Some overlap with 
traditional computer vision 
courses… 
… But limited to very basic 
mathematical and 
computational tools 
(filtering, convolution, etc) 

computer science

brain science
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The intensity measurements taken by both scan-
ners and digital cameras are recorded as numbers 
stored in a digital memory. To call this collection 
of numbers a “gray level description” is apt because 
this is exactly what the numbers are providing, as 
in 1.8.

The term “gray level” arises from the black- 
and-white nature of the system, with black being 
regarded as a very dark gray (and recorded with a 
small number) and white as a very light gray (and 
recorded with a large number).

The numbers are a description in the sense 
defined earlier: they make explicit the gray levels 
in the input image. That is, they make these gray 
levels immediately usable (which means there is 
no need for further processing to recover them) by 
subsequent stages of image processing. 

Retinal images are upside-down, due to the 
optics of the eyes (Ch 2) and many people are 
worried by this. “Why doesn’t the world therefore 
appear upside down?”, they ask.

The answer is simple: as long as there is a 
systematic correspondence between the outside 
scene and the retinal image, the processes of image 
interpretation can rely on this correspondence, and 
build up the required scene description according-
ly. Upside-down in the image is simply interpreted 
as right-way-up in the world, and that’s all there is 
to it.

If an observer is equipped with special spectacles 
which optically invert the retinal images so that 
they become the “right-way-up,” then the world 
appears upside-down until the observer learns to 
cope with the new correspondence between image 
and scene. This adjustment process can take weeks, 
but it is possible. The exact nature of the adjust-
ment process is not yet clear: does the upside-down 
world really begin to “look” right-way-up again, or 
is it simply that the observer learns new patterns of 
adjusted movement to cope with the strange new 
perceptual world he finds himself in?

1.8 Gray level description for a small region of an image of Lennon

Input image

Spectacle lens region enlarged to 
reveal individual pixels as squares 
with different gray levels

A sample of pixels from the upper left section of the spectacle 
region picked out above. This shows the pixel intensities both as 
different shades of gray and as the numbers stored in the gray level 
description in the computer’s memory.

The visual system

Image source: DiCarlo 



• Fundamentals of 
image formation and 
digital images


• The visual system

• The computational 

approach to 
understanding vision

1. Foundations
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The visual system

Image source: DiCarlo 
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2. Computing with LGN

• Basic anatomy and 
physiology


• Center-surround 
processing


• Color opponency 
channels


• Convolution and 
filtering

source: unknown

source: Hubel & Wiesel



The visual system

Image source: DiCarlo 
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3. Computing with V1

• Basic anatomy and 
physiology


• Simple and complex 
cells


• Edge detection 

• Frequency analysis

F i g . 1 . 8
The low order derivative operators lead to a small number to
two-dimensional receptive field types.
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F i g . 1 . 9
The same receptive field structures produce different visual
measurements when placed along different planes in plenoptic
space.

Duu + Dvv. We do not wish to suggest that center-   
surround structures in biological visual systems are nec-
essarily constructed in this way; we are simply describing
the formal relationships among the various types of
operators.)

Visual Mechanisms for Extracting Plenoptic Structure

The visual mechanisms suggested by this approach in-
clude some familiar receptive field structures, as well as
some that are more novel (cf. Young, 1989). Figure l.9
shows some examples of idealized receptive fields that    
one could construct to analyze change in various direc-  
tions in plenoptic space—ignoring implementational con-
straints for the moment. These particular receptive fields
represent only two dimensions of information, and one of
the dimensions shown is always the spatial dimension x.
All receptive fields have an implicit shape in the full set of
plenoptic dimen-sions; they are assumed to be bloblike in
all of the dimensions not shown.

Although these measurements do not precisely corre-
spond to properties that are described by ordinary lan-  
guage, it is possible to assign approximate labels for them:
(a) horizontally oriented structure (edgelike); (b) vertically
oriented structure (edgelike); (c) diagonally oriented struc-
ture (edgelike); (d) full-field brightening, (e) static spatial
structure; (f) moving edgelike structure; (g) full-field bluish
color; (h) achromatic edgelike structure; (i) spatiochromatic
variation; (j) full-field intensity change with eye position;
(k) absence of horizontal parallax (edgelike structure); (1)
horizontal parallax (edgelike structure).

Plenoptic Measurements in the Human Visual
System

We have presented an idealized view of the basic struc-   
ture available in the plenoptic function, and of the mea-
surements that early vision could employ to characterize
that structure. We now ask how these measurements, or
closely related measurements, might be implemented in   
the human visual system. (While we refer to the "human"
visual system, much of the evidence upon which our
analysis is based comes from physiological studies of    
other mammals. We will assume without arguing the point
that the early stages of processing are similar across
species.)

10 The Task of Vision

Orientation and spatial frequency

source: Hubel & Wiesel

source: Hubel & Wiesel

Modeling the Shape of the Scene 163

Figure 14. Pictures organized according to the expansion axis. The expansion attribute is estimated by means of the energy spectrum with the
DST (left), or by the spectrogram with the WDST (right).

spatial distribution of horizontal and vertical structures
in open (Fig. 6(a)) and closed (Fig. 6(b)) man-made
environments.

The DST corresponding to the degree of expan-
sion differentiates between diagonal spectral compo-
nents (in black), corresponding to vanishing lines in
the scene, and vertical spectral components and low fre-
quency horizontal components (see Fig. 10(d)). Clas-
sification rate of perspective views vs. flat scenes was
90% with the DST (Fig. 10(d)) and 94% with the
WDST (Fig. 11(e)). To illustrate the spectral evolu-
tion along this axis, we projected a random set of city
center scenes (Fig. 13(b)). They were ordered by the
DST from scenes with a long perspective (street) to
flat views over buildings or houses. Although the local
shape of the WDST corresponds roughly to the global
DST, diagonal spectral components correlated with a
perspective view are not locally symmetrical. Figure 14
illustrates the importance of encoding the spatial con-
figuration of structures. The figure shows three urban
scenes organized according to the expansion attribute
estimated by both the DST (Fig. 14.left) and the WDST
(Fig. 14.right). The DST procedure, which only con-
siders the dominant orientations regardless of location,
produced one permutation in the organization due to
the abundance of oblique orientations in the left-hand
image (the front view of a building). It assigned to that
image a high degree of expansion whereas the global

pattern of orientations is not in agreement with a strong
perspective view. By contrast, the WDST captured the
spatial information correlated with the expansion prop-
erty and considers the building view as less expanded
than the sidewalk, but more than the door.

Finally, the roughness DST (see Fig. 10(f)) shows
that the two groups differ mainly in their spectral
slope along the cardinal orientations. Interestingly, the
WDST (Fig. 11(f)) looks similar at each location in the
image, independently of the height in the scene (such
as the roughness WDST computed for natural scenes).
Figure 13(c) illustrates an ordering performed by the
roughness DST. Classification rate of new scenes was
91% with the DST and 92% with the WDST. Finally,
the correlations between the different templates and
human observers are shown in Table 3. The procedure
was identical to the natural scenes group procedure.
The mean correlation between observers and the DST

Table 3. Correlation between orderings of urban scenes
made by observers and the two templates for each spatial
envelope property.

Openness Expansion Roughness

Energy spectrum m = 0.87 0.77 0.83

Spectrogram m = 0.90 0.88 0.85

Agreement 0.92 0.91 0.88

Agreement measures the concordance between subjects.

source: Aude Oliva



4. Computing with V1

• Natural image 
statistics


• Basics of dictionary 
learning


• Sparse coding

The coding perspective

source: David Field



5. Computing with V1

• Motion and stereo as 
correspondence 
problems


• Depth perception

• Energy models

Motion and stereo processing

source: David Heeger



The visual system

Image source: DiCarlo 
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Dorsal visual stream

Ventral visual stream



6. Computing with the 
ventral and dorsal streams

• Introduction to 
statistical learning 
theory (regression and 
classification)


• Levels of 
categorization

Visual categorization



6. Computing with the 
ventral and dorsal streams
Invariant recognition

• Mid-level vision


• Object and action recognition


• Attention and eye movements


• Navigation



This course

• Brings together key pieces of neuroscience, computer 
vision, machine learning and human perception

- Provides a toolkit (concepts, mathematical techniques, 

computational methods) and hands-on experience building 
and testing models of vision


• Exposes you to a framework for thinking about how 
vision works and how the brain is designed to solve 
specific problems

- Helps you understand and specify levels of analysis


- Focuses on modeling simple laboratory tasks from cognitive 
psychology and neuroscience



Synergies between brain and computer science

• Computer science provides:

- Theoretical framework to study information processing in 

neural circuits 

- describing what nervous systems do and determining how they function


- uncovering general principles by which they operate


- Basic data analysis tools for neuroscience

- decoding algorithms, information theory, etc


• Neuroscience provides novel approach to building 
intelligent machines by mimicking living brains!



Prerequisites

• This is an advanced undergrad / grad course!

• Assuming familiarity with:


Basic linear algebra (vectors, matrices)


Basic programing experience


Some prior exposure to neuroscience or cognitive 
science would be a plus but not mandatory 


• Or willingness to do extra work!!

- We will help you with lots of office hours and bootcamps 

(if needed)


• Please fill google form to help us plan!



• Your grade: 90-100 A, 80–90 B, 70–80 C, <70 NC

- 4 problem sets: 40% (up to 10% extra in bonus questions, 

counts towards participation)


- 2 midterm exams: 25%


- Final project (oral presentation): 25%


- Participation (includes in class and on forum): 10%


• Academic integrity:

- Discussion, collaboration, and research on the web are good


- The work you turn in for credit must be your own


• Acknowledge your source or collaborators!

Requirements and grading



MATLAB problems 
sets

• Content:

- MATLAB programming

- Experience working with 

real data of various kinds


• ~2 weeks to complete 

• Policies for turning HWs 

late:

- 5 days credit (free for 

everyone, use wisely) 

- After that, 20% off late 

penalty for each extra day
color

motion

stereo 

disparity

shape
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Final project

• Test artificial vision system on 
different vision tasks on the AR 
drone

color

motion

stereo 

disparity

shape



Discussion board in canvas	

• Students are encouraged to use the discussion board 
to ask questions regarding Matlab and the material 
learned in class


• TAs will monitor discussion board to answer questions

• Students are encouraged to try to answer other student 

questions

• Answers will be considered for participation

• Discussion board should not be used to ask for the 

answers to your HW!



The course

• Lectures:

- Slides and video recordings will be available online 


• Readings:

- At most 1–2 book chapters or articles per week 


- Most of the readings will be optional readings to 
complement the lectures



Recommended books (on reserve at the library)

(available online – free)



Recommended books (on reserve at the library)



Recommended books (on reserve at the library)



Overall

• Any problem accessing canvas?

• Questions about the course?

• If you are concerned about whether you have the proper 

background, please talk to me after class

• Auditing is ok but you need to be registered as an 

auditor


